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INTRODUCTION
“If you’re not being treated with love and respect, check your price tag.
Perhaps you’ve marked yourself down. It’s you who tell people what you’re
worth by what you accept. Get off the clearance rack and get behind the glass
where they keep the valuables. The bottom line is, value yourself more.” ~
Anon

Forget everything you think you know about men and dating. What
men really want is a world away from what you’ve been mistakenly
taught and conditioned into thinking they want. Your whole life
you’ve been jumping through hoops of fire, pulling all kinds of special
moves to be the type of woman who’ll get a man’s attention, and
hold it. But no matter what you try you always seem to end up
oscillating between the same emotionally unavailable man who’s
verging on the narcissistic asshole spectrum, but who weirdly enough
you have incredible chemistry with. And the weak, wishy washy
average Joe who can’t make a decision to save his life and who’s
about as sexually exciting as a date with your brother.

Attracting a high value, quality man and dating experience that will
tick all your boxes and potentially lead to your most amazing, long-

lasting love might seem like a pipedream. It’s actually much easier
than you think. And that pipe is being smoked by the women who
know how. And I know your past dating encounters and relationships
tell a different story, but you’re about to discover that who and what
you experience whilst dating, isn’t about chance or luck. It’s about
alignment. One way or another you’re aligned with and
commanding through energetic resonance, every dating experience
you’ve ever had. You’re just not doing it consciously, and instead of
creating a top shelf experience you’re more often than not rolling
around in the basement with men who barely even bothered to earn
their way into a conversation. That’s all about to change.

Date Like A Diamond is not your average dating book. Whilst you will
learn some potent strategies for dazzling your dates with your
unworldly wit and diamond standards, this book is about activating
your power at the deepest level. So that your dating and relationship
experiences become effortless, fun and you come out on top,
literally and metaphorically speaking. This book will teach you what
most other dating resources or relationship coaches won’t. Dating,
like all life experience is dependent on your inner world and the
energetic frequencies of that hold you in resonance with your
external experience. You have a level of conscious and a tone of
energetic frequency that you hold in your inner world and emit into
the dating arena that attracts the attention of the men you meet and

dictates the quality of dates and relationships you have. If you want
to change your experience you have to first change that tone.

There’s no shortage of good men in the world. There’s also no
shortage of smart, beautiful women ready to get swept away with
ingenuous charm and empty promises that end in yet another
bleeding and broken heart. Modern dating has made it easier than
ever for men and women to connect all over the globe. But men
have a very different set of rules for dating than women, and until
women understand these rules and trump them with a few of their
own, they’ll continue to be at the mercy of the men they date.
Waiting on a text that next comes, praying for a call, casting spells
and visiting psychics armed with an array of eager questions that will
give hope for a green light to the next step. Is he the one? Can he be
trusted? Is he ready for a relationship, and if so, how long will it last?
And what can I do to move things along, tie him down and stop if
from turning to shit, again?

Understanding men and the energetics of dating and relationships is
crucial to you taking control of your dating experiences. You need to
learn how to read men and to cut the dead wood fast, before the
bad apple spoils the barrel of high charge energy that you’re
cultivating for your King to magnetize to. You also need to know the
ins and outs and the energetic how to’s of evolving that first date or

special experience into long lasting, high quality love. The kind of
love that will never have you second guessing yourself because you’ll
always know that you are the prize. You always were, and you
always will be, but until you recognize for yourself, deep down in
your bones where truth lands, he won’t know it either. And you’ll
keep getting treated like you just don’t matter, because if you don’t
value you, he won’t value you either. In fact, he can’t, because you
can’t be in energetic resonance with being valued if you don’t first
value yourself.

Most women don’t know the rules for dating and still haven’t yet
learned how to date right, and yes there’s a right way. They also
haven’t learned how to activate their own inner diamond energy
which is the key to stepping up and embodying the authentic high
feminine Queen energy that will not only attract a King, but will
make his cock hard and his knees weak at the mere thought of being
in your presence. And he’ll want to stay there for as long as your
frequency allows him to do so.

Too many women are still dating by default, laying their cards and
hearts out on the first date table and trying to impress men without
first establishing who these men are and what their intentions are.
Women in droves are showing up in what they think is Queen
energy, but is nothing more than a façade masked by plump lips and

perky tits. It’s a poor copy; a fake, paper-thin confidence that’s more
akin to wounded princess than regal Queen. And instead of
attracting high frequency men from a place of power, authenticity
and trust, they’re attracting low vibing men who align with the very
unconscious relationship fears that most women are trying to avoid,
but that keep coming true, time and again. And that’s because
they’re still energetically resonating with the frequency of their own
unresolved past hurts and the type of men who are more interested
in fucking them than loving them.
If you’ve found your way to reading this book it’s likely that you’ve
already dated “that guy.” You know the one, in-fact you’ve dated
him more than once. That guy is one of those men who was the toxic
flame to your love-struck moth. The guy who for whatever reason
was ruthless in his emotional unavailability and lack of commitment,
but who wooed you in lightning speed and then slowly but surely
dropped one ball after the other. You were just a pawn in his game, a
game that tore your heart out and left you feeling tossed aside like a
wilting salad, rejected and mourning the loss of what you thought
was a genuine connection, a soul mate love even. A game that
ended with you looking down your own nose at your broken-hearted
self and thinking, “WFT, why can’t I ever trust men?”

“Why do I keep attracting men who can’t give me what I want? I’m a
smart, professional woman. How come I never see it coming, and
why can’t I stop it from happening?
And just how fucking long do I have to keep going through this same
struggle before I find long lasting love with my King?”
Buckle up sister the answers to those questions and much more are
in the pages of this book. And if you understand this information and
if you follow the instructions, you’ll create the most incredible shift
in your dating life that you’ll struggle at first to believe. But that will
repeatedly reap you the same benefits and outcomes every single
date.
It’s the aim of this book that you never date “that guy” again. In fact,
he’s about to become your final straw. The one that snapped the
camel’s back and led you to discovering your true value that will
catapult you into the high feminine frequency that commands a
King’s attention and love.
And maybe right now you don’t believe that man or kind of love
exists. After all, the kind of guys you’ve been dating are common as
dirt. To find that special kind of love is like looking for a needle in a
field of haystacks. And even if he does exist and even if you found
him, why would he want you? After all, you’re damaged goods.
You’ve been through one fire too many times and played like a fiddle

until every string of confidence has been snapped. You’re struggling
to believe you’ll ever find the right man. And that he’ll stick around
and love you for who you are.
The proof of pudding is always in the tasting, meaning when you
practise the techniques in this book, you’ll get your dessert. The type
of men you attract will not be like the men you’ve attracted before.
Men, who looking back, there were signs but you’d hoped they’d
step up, rise to meet you, be the man you’ve been praying for. You’ll
no longer be falling for potential and dating a fantasy. This book is
about helping you find the real deal.
And the man you once thought was your knight in shining armour
who turned into your worst nightmare, he’s actually a gift. Because
he’s the catalyst that has led you to this book and what I’m going to
share with you isn’t only going to change your dating habits forever
and end the painful relationship pattern you keep finding yourself
stuck in. But it will lead you to the greatest love affair you’ve never
had, and that’s the one with yourself. This book is going to help lay
the energetic foundation for you to match the frequency of your
most exquisite love. And if you follow the instructions, I guarantee,
that guy, although he may not be your first heartbreak, he’ll most
definitely be your last.

So, take a moment to give thanks for the last emotionally unavailable
man who was your final straw. Because THIS my darling diamond, is
where THAT ends.
You’re about to unlock the secrets of successful dating and
relationships and from hereon in let no man treat you less than the
valuable diamond you’ve always been on the inside, but haven’t yet
recognised and therefore activated.
I’m going to take you on a journey where you’ll discover how to date
with the kind of authentic confidence and trust that will attract and
maintain alignment with the high frequency, long lasting, soul-mate
love of the man you’ve been seeking your whole life.
It’s time to discover how to own your true value and use every past,
present and future dating and relationship experience to your
advantage. Because there’s an untapped source of power, love,
compassion, acceptance and magnetising high feminine energy
within you that’s just waiting to be unleashed. And it will blow every
man’s mind who wanders into your field, and only the worthy will
get to stay there.
Life is NOW, and NOW is the time to discover how to DATE Like a
DIAMOND.
This book will help make dating easy and enjoyable and turn you into
the goddess consciousness that will, when the time’s right,

magnetize you to your most delicious soul stirring, trustworthy love.
And once you activate your inner diamond, you’ll never again
question your own worth. By teaching you how to date to learn
you’re discover how to squeeze the growth from every single dating
experience and use your past relationships to form you into the high
value woman that deep in your soul you already are. And that shift
won’t just be felt in your dating experiences, but in every other
aspect of your life.
This book is a labour of love from my soul to yours. It’s a vessel
through which the energy of supreme self-empowerment and selfexpression travels. A work of art seeped in codes of higher
consciousness that will infiltrate deep into you psyche to activate
your own dormant codes within.
I’ve been in your shoes; I’ve walked the path. I’ve been burned,
played, let down, hood-winked, blind-sighted, promised the stars,
the moon and the world and been left empty, disillusioned and
confused, wondering when, if ever I’ll find true love. I’ve journeyed
deep into the rabbit hole, through the cosmic multiverse and divine
matrix, and I’ve not only discovered the secrets of how to attract and
create the most amazing relationships, across the board. But I’ve also
learned how to end them. Because leaving a relationship consciously,
especially when you have children, is just as important as starting
one (more on this later.)

I’ve coached countless women and men through their relationship
problems and prior to writing this book made it my mission to
discover what’s really going on at the deepest level between men
and women. I wanted to know why when dating, relationships and
authentic love and connection is something the world wants, when is
it so hard? I wanted answers and I found them.
Working with men in the transformational coaching space helped me
understand men mentally, emotionally, spiritually and energetically. I
know what makes the masculine tick, and I know what men really
want. I also know the mistakes that women are making when it
comes to dating. I know their stories; their hidden shame and secret
struggles and my aim is put it all right and end the suffering.
I’ve crammed years of knowledge, wisdom, professional training,
teaching, spiritual practice and personal and intuitive insight into this
book. When you use the techniques I’m going to share with you, I
promise, from here on in your dating and relationship experiences
will be a world away from what you’ve known and experienced in
your past.
This book is a guiding light for women leading them into
empowerment and to raising their dating standards higher to stop
settling for dodgy dating practises and the ambiguity of casual
dating, empty sex and shoddy treatment at the hands of men who
really couldn’t give a fuck about them. Instead I want to help move

women forwards, towards authentic, long lasting love with
emotionally available, commitment ready men, who’ll treat them like
a fucking Queen.
If you’re single this book will help you get relationship ready. Because
when your soul-mate love shows up, lady, you need to be aligned,
otherwise he won’t stick. And if you’re already in a relationship it’s
never too late to put into practice the teachings from this book
because relationships don’t end once you commit, that’s just the
beginning. And if your relationship isn’t growing it’s dying. It’s
because so many relationships don’t grow that separation and
divorce is showing no signs of slowing down. And unfortunately,
that’s a very messy business for most. I want to help end that.
Practising the tools and techniques in this book will not only save you
precious time and energy but will also save you from a lot of
unnecessary pain, drama and heartache. And can even save you your
marriage, and the cost of a divorce lawyer. I want women (and men)
to enjoy the kind of heart-centred, soul-aligned, safe, successful
dating experiences that lead to high-quality, long lasting, soul-mate
love. And Date Like A Diamond is the book to make that happen.
You don’t want to miss this!-

